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Mobile Security, Protec ng all devices equally! 

There are about 15 billion mobile devices in use today and the average 
American spends about 4.5 hours a day on those devices. Smartphones and 
tablets account for more than 50% of the web traffic in todays world. Know-
ing that we use our mobile devices almost as regularly, if not more than or-
dinary desktop computers why is that we do not protect them like we do 
desktop computers. 45% of organiza ons that experienced a data breach 
came from mobile related compromise. There is a gap in educa on and 
awareness for mobile security that this presenta on tends to fill. Through-
out this presenta on we will go through the importance of mobile security 
and the a acks out there that are affec ng both individuals and businesses 
alike. We will then discuss measures that can be taken to increase security 
on all mobile devices using na ve tools on the device as well as so ware 
that can be installed to increase your cyber hygiene and protect both you as 
an individual and your business.   
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